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Today is Scout Sunday in many churches. For 103 years, the mission of the Boy
Scouts of America (BSA) has been "to prepare young people to make ethical
choices." To their credit, the BSA has heroically withstood bullying from
homosexual activists…until now. Now officials from the organization have
indicated that this may be about to change. The BSA says that it is “discussing
potentially removing the national membership restriction regarding sexual
orientation.”
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Jesus warned: Whoever causes one of
these little ones who believe in Me to
sin, it would be better for him if a
millstone were hung around his neck,
and he were drowned in the depth of the
sea. (Matthew 18:6 NKJV) From a
purely spiritual perspective, allowing
homosexual scout leaders would place
the BSA on dangerous ground.
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From a practical perspective, departing
from their long-held policies would be
devastating to an organization that has
prided itself on the development of
strong moral character in boys. It would
also place these impressionable young men at risk to unwanted exposure to
values contrary to those taught by their parents and pastors… or even worse.
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As the BSA board meets on Monday, it is crucial that they hear from you. Please
call the Boy Scouts of America at 972-580-2000 and tell them that you want to
see the organization stand firm in its moral values and respect the right of
parents to discuss sexual topics with their own children rather than risk the
safety of millions of boys to appease radicals.
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